To understand the causes of CAG repeat tract changes that occur in the passage of human disease alleles, we are studying the effect of replication and repair mutations on CAG repeat tracts embedded in a yeast chromosome. In this report, we examine the effect of a mutation in the RTH1/RAD27 gene encoding a deoxyribonuclease needed for removal of excess nucleotides at the 5′-end of Okazaki fragments. Deletion of the RTH1/RAD27 gene has two effects on CAG tracts. First, the rth1/rad27 mutation destabilizes CAG tracts. Second, although most tract length changes in wild-type yeast cells are tract contractions, approximately half of the changes that occur as a result of the rth1/rad27 mutation are expansions of one or more repeat units. These results support the hypothesis that tract expansions that occur during passage of human disease alleles bearing expanded CAG tracts result from excess DNA synthesis on the lagging strand of replication.
INTRODUCTION
DNA tracts containing repetitions of the trinucleotide CAG are the mutational cause of a number of inherited human neurodegenerative and neuromuscular diseases. Among many of the disease genes, CAG tracts are found to encode a string of glutamine residues in the respective protein products (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Disease alleles are caused by tracts that are abnormally long. In the diseases where the repeat tracts encode glutamine residues, tracts that become longer than ∼40 repeat units cause the disease.
A prominent feature of these disease alleles is that while the repeat tracts remain relatively stable during somatic division (9) (10) (11) (12) , they often change in length when passed from parent to child. Tract length changes most likely occur during gametogenesis, and are sometimes biased towards expansion of the repeat tract. Among the diseases where repeat tracts encode polyglutamine, the bias towards expansion is almost always more prevalent when the disease allele is passed from the father (3, 6, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . The bias towards tract expansion provides a molecular explanation for the anticipation, i.e. the earlier onset and more severe clinical presentation, as the disease allele is passed through the generations of a pedigree.
To understand why CAG repeat tracts are unstable, we have been studying the stability of a repeat tract embedded in a yeast chromosome (19, 20) . Tract length changes in mitotically dividing, wild-type yeast cells are overwhelmingly contractions. Repeat tract stability in yeast is greatly affected by the orientation of the tract with respect to the leading and the lagging strand of replication (19, 21 ). An advantage of yeast is that mutations affecting many aspects of DNA replication, repair and recombination are available to apply to the study of CAG tract stability in this simple eukaryote. We have already shown that the mismatch repair system prevents small changes in repeat tract length from occurring but does not prevent longer tract length changes (20) .
In this report, we examine the effect of a deletion of the RTH1/RAD27 gene (22,23) encoding a deoxyribonuclease needed to process the ends of Okazaki fragments (24) (25) (26) (27) . Deletion of this gene has been shown to cause small expansions of dinucleotide repeat tracts (28) and to favor sequence expansions in tests of forward and reverse mutations of particular yeast genes (29) . In addition, rth1/rad27 mutant strains have a number of phenotypes that indicate a role in DNA replication and repair. These phenotypes include sensitivity to the radiomimetic agent methylmethane sulfonate, partial temperature sensitivity for growth, and cell cycle arrest (23, 30) . Mutants are not particularly sensitive to ionizing radiation and are also resistant to UV irradiation in some strain backgrounds (23, 30) . Kunkel, Resnick and Gordenin (31, 32) have commented on the role of the RTH1/RAD27 gene product to produce expansions of repeated sequences including trinucleotide repeats. This study shows that deletion of RTH1/RAD27 not only has the effect of destabilizing CAG tracts in a yeast chromosome, but also alters the pattern of tract changes from one where tract contractions are the overwhelming majority of events to a new state where tract expansions represent approximately half of the changes.
RESULTS
The yeast system for studying CAG repeat tracts CAG repeat tracts copied from a disease allele of the human ataxin1 gene (4) have been appended to the 3′-end of the yeast ADE2 gene (Fig. 1) (19) . In turn, the appended ADE2 gene was placed in the ARO2 gene and the resulting aro2 disruption was then used to replace the ARO2 locus on yeast chromosome VII. The repeat has been placed with either CAG or its complement CTG in the ADE2 coding strand, and the ADE2 gene has been *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 612 625 1484; Fax: +1 612 625 2163; Email: livin001@maroon.tc.umn.edu Figure 1 . CAG repeat tracts embedded in yeast chromosome VII. The diagram shows the orientation of the repeat tracts used in this study. The insertions of CAG or CTG above or below the block containing ADE2 indicate whether CAG or CTG is in the coding strand, respectively. The 3.6 kb fragment containing ADE2 also includes an ARS sequence (replication origin) as diagramed. Tract H-is the same as tract H except that the ARS element has been removed by PCR (19) . Replication through tract H-is initiated at an ARS that lies upstream of ARO2 as indicated.
oriented in both directions with respect to the ARO2 coding sequence (Fig. 1) . The ADE2 clone contains a replication origin, termed ARS, 5′ to the ADE2 coding sequence that greatly affects the stability of the repeat tracts. Tracts are relatively stable when CAG is the lagging strand template, and relatively unstable, yielding many tract contractions, when CTG is the lagging strand template (19) . In one case, tract H-, the ARS element has been removed from the ADE2 fragment so that replication into the repeats proceeds from a replication origin that is upstream of ARO2 (Fig. 1) . A rth1/rad27 deletion-disruption was introduced into these strains by mating. Because tracts are very unstable in yeast, most tracts used in this study are different from the tract length found in the original ataxin1 disease allele.
Destabilization of repeat tracts oriented with CAG as the lagging strand template in a rth1/rad27 mutant
Tract C is oriented with CAG as the lagging strand template and is relatively stable in wild-type yeast cells (19) . Combining results from this study with our two previous studies on tract C in wild-type yeast cells (19, 20) , we have recorded only four changes in 291 sibling colonies in tracts ranging in size from 28 to 82 repeat units. Of the four changes, three were tract contractions and one was a tract expansion. When a tract containing 33 repeat units was introduced into a rth1/rad27 mutant, 10 of the 62 sibling colonies contained tract length changes, and nine of these changes were expansions (Fig. 2) . The expansions ranged from five to 35 repeat units in length. Thus, not only does a rth1/rad27 deletion destabilize the repeat tract but it also biases the changes to favor expansions over contractions. A longer tract containing 78 repeat units was even more unstable in this mutant. Analysis of 61 sibling colonies showed that 33 had tract length changes. Of these, approximately half were expansions and half were Figure 2 . PCR analysis of repeat lengths in sibling colonies. DNA from 32 sibling yeast colonies (labeled a-ff) with tract C containing 33 repeat units was extracted and used as a template for PCR. The products were subjected to electrophoresis in a DNA sequencing gel with a size standard, STD, and the PCR product from the DNA of the parental colony, P. The heavy band indicated by the lower arrow is the PCR product from the copy of ADE2 at its normal chromosomal location on yeast chromosome XV. The band indicated by the upper arrow is the PCR product containing the repeat sequence. Lanes n, t, y and cc do not contain a product of the parental size but instead contain a product of larger size. Other lanes contain both the parental band and one or more other bands of larger (e.g. lane w) or smaller size (e.g. lane v) than the parental band. Because these represent changes that occurred after the cell started colony formation rather than before dispersal of the parental colony into individual cells, they are not counted in these analyses.
contractions (Table 1) . As with the shorter tract, the expansions ranged from a single repeat unit to one as large as 40 repeat units. As a control, this same tract was examined in a wild-type strain that was derived from a sister spore of the tetrad giving rise to the rth1/rad27 mutant. No tract changes were found among 64 sibling colonies (Table 1) . The same general result was observed using another tract, H-, oriented with CAG as the lagging strand template (Fig. 1) . Like tract C, tract H-is relatively stable in a wild-type strain, yielding only one change, a contraction, among 63 sibling colonies from a tract that began with 52 repeat units ( Table 1) . In a rth1/rad27 mutant, a short tract of 38 repeat units underwent 11 changes in 63 sibling colonies. Of those changes, slightly more than half were expansions (Table 1) . A longer tract of 52 repeat units yielded 16 changes among 63 sibling colonies, of which six of the changes were expansions (Table 1) .
Increased destabilization of repeat tracts oriented with CTG as the lagging strand template in a rth1/rad27 mutant Tracts D and H are oriented with CTG as the lagging strand template and differ from each other only in the chromosomal orientation of the ADE2 gene (Fig. 1) . These tracts are relatively unstable in wild-type yeast cells and mostly undergo tract contractions (19) . The results from the wild-type strain used in this study showed that a tract of 71 repeat units of orientation D yielded 11 contractions and no expansions among 64 sibling colonies (Table 1) , while a tract of 87 repeat units of orientation H yielded 14 contractions and one expansion among 63 sibling colonies (Table 1) . In a rth1/rad27 mutant, tract D underwent 44 changes among 62 sibling colonies, of which eight were expansions and the rest contractions (Table 1) . Similarly, in the rth1/rad27 mutant, tract H underwent 43 changes among 63 sibling colonies, of which 15 were expansions and the remainder contractions (Table 1) . Thus, the rth1/rad27 mutation further destabilizes these tracts. If the number of contraction events that occur in wild-type cells are subtracted from the distribution in the mutant cells, it appears that approximately half of the events that are created by the rth1/rad27 mutation are expansions and half are contractions.
Shorter D and H tracts were also examined in a rth1/rad27 mutant. These tracts underwent few changes: three changes among 63 sibling colonies for a D tract of 30 repeat units and three changes among 63 sibling colonies for an H tract of 33 repeat units ( Table 1) . Two of the H tract changes were expansions, but the three D tract changes were contractions. Thus, the behavior of these shorter tracts appear to differ from the behavior of tracts C and H-in that they are only slightly destabilized by the rth1/rad27 mutation.
Expansions occur within tracts
To ensure that the tract expansions in the rth1/rad27 mutant resulted from direct duplication of CAG repeat units, three of the expansion alleles were sequenced (data not shown). An unusual expansion allele of tract C that was recorded as an increase from 33 to 68 repeat units and two expansion alleles from tract H that were recorded as changes from 33 repeat units to 55 and 56, respectively, were sequenced. In all three cases, the expansions resulted solely from increases in repeat units. We did not observe a change in the flanking sequences surrounding the repeat tracts, an inversion of repeat units within the tracts or the introduction of interruptions into the tracts. Thus, most expansions are likely to be direct duplications within the repeat tracts. The unusual nature of the tract that increased from 33 to 68 units is most likely accounted for by the culmination of more than one expansion event during colony growth.
Overall trends and significance
χ 2 analysis of comparisons between the distributions of tract expansions and contractions in mutant and wild-type strains reveals that in all cases the distributions are significantly different (P <0.001). Furthermore, the mutant distributions are significantly different from each other (P <0.001). Although this might be expected for comparisons between the tracts that are normally stable and unstable in wild-type cells, the differences are also significant between the two tracts of the stable (C and H-) orientation and between the two tracts of the unstable (D and H) orientation as well. This may reveal an underlying role of the context of surrounding sequences. One trend that the results in Table 1 is that in all cases, except in the case of tract D, the ratio of expansions to contractions is higher for the shorter tract than for the longer tracts. Again, this trend was followed by the tracts of intermediate length (data not shown). Finally, the mean sizes of the expansions ranged from 8.9 (tract D:71) to 16.6 (tract C:78), while the mean sizes of the contractions ranged from -9.2 (tract H-:52) to -41.4 (tract H:87), showing that in general the contractions were larger than the expansions. As discussed below, this difference probably results from the different mechanisms involved in recovering from the damage created by the absence of RTH1/RAD27.
DISCUSSION
Although the normal inclination of yeast cells is to contract the length of CAG repeat tracts, numerous examples of tract expansions are found in a rth1/rad27 mutant. Tract expansions occur when either CAG or CTG is the lagging strand template. In the case of tracts with CAG providing the lagging strand template, the tracts are relatively stable in wild-type cells and all the events are attributable to the rth1/rad27 mutation. When CTG is the lagging strand template, tracts undergo frequent contractions in wild-type cells. The effect of the rth1/rad27 mutation is to destabilize these tracts further and to add a new class of events containing expansions.
We interpret the results in terms of events occurring on the lagging strand because the RTH1/RAD27 gene product encodes a deoxyribonuclease that is used in the maturation of Okazaki fragments (23, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . In order to join Okazaki fragments together, RNA primers must be removed, DNA must be synthesized in its place and ligase must seal the interruption. Enzymological studies have shown that eukaryotic RNase H removes all but one ribonucleotide of the primer (24, 25) . This ribonucleotide prevents ligation of the adjoining Okazaki fragments. The RTH1/RAD27 gene product, referred to as the FLAP endonuclease or FEN1, is responsible for removing the last ribonucleotide. Nuclease action may require the displacement of a portion of the Okazaki fragment before it can act. DNA polymerization from the 3′-end of the newest Okazaki fragment into the displaced flap creates an excess of single strand DNA (Fig. 3) . When the displaced strand contains a repeated sequence, it can potentially reanneal to the template, creating a loop structure. Without its removal, the loop of DNA may be fixed during a subsequent round of replication, creating an expansion of the sequence (Fig. 3) .
The changes that are brought about by deletion of the RTH1/RAD27 gene in CAG repeat tracts are very different from those that occur in either GT dinucleotide tracts or from those that accompany forward and reverse mutations of selected yeast genes. In the case of dinucleotide tracts, almost all of the changes are expansions of a single repeat unit (28) , while in the examples of forward and reverse mutations of yeast genes many of the changes are expansions of one or two bases in a homonucleotide run (29) . In contrast, the changes that occur in CAG repeat tracts are a mixture of expansions and contractions, and the expansions range from one to nearly 40 repeat units. The difference in behavior between the CAG repeat tracts and the other repeat tracts most likely reflects the palindromic nature of the CAG repeat tracts (33) (34) (35) . There is also some suggestion from our data that there may be differences in whether CAG or CTG is present in the Okazaki fragments, as the shorter tracts making CTG Okazaki fragments (C and H-) are somewhat more unstable than the tracts making CAG Okazaki fragments (D and H) ( Table 1) . If this result holds upon further examination, it may reflect the greater ability of CTG repeat tracts to form hairpin structures than CAG tracts (33) (34) (35) .
Recovery from the flap of extra DNA containing a hairpin-like structure is more than likely problematic to the yeast cell and accounts for why expansions are not the sole result of the rth1/rad27 mutation. Both Tishkoff et al. (29) and Gordenin et al. (31) have described a number of recovery mechanisms to account for the expansion of repeated sequences. Some parts of these models also account for contractions. In some cases, the recombinational repair system may be involved in recovery from flaps because rth1/rad27 mutants are hyperrecombinational and are inviable or very slow growing if combined with mutations in the recombinational repair pathway (29, 30) . The point to be made is that multiple repair systems, including the recombinational repair system, the mismatch repair system and nucleases like the FLAP endonuclease, may need to be deployed to recover from the causative damage created by the flap of DNA.
In this study, we have used a yeast mutation to exacerbate CAG repeat tract instability. Humans with disease alleles containing long CAG tracts would not be expected to have defects in their DNA replication or repair machinery. Nevertheless, the role of the FLAP endonuclease points out the potential for tract length changes, particularly expansions, during lagging strand synthesis in humans. Studies of the FLAP endonuclease show that it is inhibited by protruding tails containing duplexed strands (36) . Thus, even under normal cellular conditions, the FLAP endonuclease may have difficulty with Okazaki fragments containing CAG repeat tracts that are capable of folding back on themselves to form duplex structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains
Isogenic strains SSL204a and SSL204α containing CAG repeat tracts inserted into yeast chromosome VII in different orientations have been described previously (19) . A deletion of RTH1/RAD27 disrupted by HIS3 was created in the parental strains SSL204a and SSL204α lacking repeat tracts using the PCR primers described by Tishkoff et al. (29) based upon the method of Manivasakam et al. (37) . These strains were mated to the strains containing the CAG repeats and the resulting diploids were sporulated. Sister spores containing the repeat tract and either the rth1/rad27 deletion or its wild-type allele provide isogenic strains with repeat tracts of the same length.
Changes in CAG tract length
The methods to propagate yeast strains for the purpose of determining the frequency with which a CAG repeat tract changes in length and the PCR assay performed on chromosomal DNA from sibling yeast colonies have been described (19, 20) . A yeast colony harboring a CAG repeat tract is designated the parental colony and a portion of the colony is used to prepare DNA in order to establish the parental tract length. Another portion of the colony is dispersed into single cells that grow into sibling colonies. Analysis of the tract lengths in the DNA from the sibling colonies reveals that some of the sibling colonies no longer contain a tract of parental length but instead contain a repeat tract of a different length. This signifies that the parental colony contained cells that had undergone tract length changes. The frequency of such colonies yields a metric of the instability. Because of the instability of repeat tracts in yeast, colonies that contain both the parental repeat tract length and tracts of larger or smaller length are often observed (Fig. 2) . These are not counted in the analysis because they arise from changes that occur after dispersal of the parental colony. Approximately 30 sibling colonies are sampled for each parental colony, and more than one parental colony is used for each tract and strain.
